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Abstract

Violence in intimate lesbian relationships is a hidden phenomenon. The gendered language and

arralysis of domestic violence put forward in much mainstream liærature has effectively obscured

the possibility of same sex violeircp. This has subsequently silenced survivors, making ¡lifficult

the development of a specific analysis of this phenomenon.

The aim of this thesis is to develop a more comprehensive understanding of power, violence and

the oppression of women within lesbian relationships. Six self identified survivors of abusive

lesbian relationships were inærviewed and their stories inærpreted in an attempt to analyse the

reasons for the silencing of this phenomenon wittrin lesbian communities. This was done by way

of describing participants beliefs in relation to the context in which domestic violence occurs and

their beliefs aboutthe nature of lesbian relationships.

Results from this thesis suggest lesbians are rendered silent about their experience of abuse in

their intimate relationships by way of an acceptance of the dominant feminist gendered analysis of

domestic violence and a belief in the egalitarian nature of lesbian parErerships.

I have attempted to document and inærpret the experiences of the women in this study in a way

that is meaningfrrl to them and to those who seek knowledge and understanding about this

phenomenon.
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lntroduction

Power, ge,nder and social control have been c¿ntral factors in the feminist analysis of violence

against women. This feminist framework of domestic violence that assumes hst€rosexual¡¡r, has

åild to take account of the possibility of violence in intimate same-sex relationships thus

effectively silencing lesbian and gay male victims / survivors from speaking about their

experience. This has subsequeirtþ made theorstical discussion about the issue problematic.

Both lesbian and non lesbian feminists fear that the acknowledgment of the existence of domestic

violence in lesbian parürerships will endanger the gender specific feminist analysis that views

domestic violence ¿ìs a consequence of male privilege and power in society (Morrow & Flawhurst,

lese).

However, feminist analyses of violence against women can be useful in developing an

understanding of violence in lesbian relationships. If violence in lesbian relationships is seeri as

part of the continuum of violence against women in general and violence is viewed as a form of

power and contol then it is possible to assume that even lesbians leam violence and hatred

against women. The context of violence in lesbian relationships is however different to that found

in violent heterosexual relationships (Lobel, 1986).

i
An exploration of this context necessitates an understanding of the impact of inærnalised

misogyny and intemalised and in*itt¡tionalised homophobia and heteroseism on the lives of

lesbians. As the ideologies of homophobia and misogyny a¡e both rootpd in and perpetuate a

society which fea¡s homosexuals and hates women, they reinforce one another and constitute a

sometimes overwhelmingly oppressive e¡rvironment \¡vithin which lesbians atûempt to live thei¡

lives.
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How then do we make sense of these ideologies and how do they shape community responses and

affect lesbian identities? Celia Kitzinger (1987) a.rgues that lesbian communities have been

eircouraged to construct ideirtities that reaffi¡m the basic validity of the domi¡rant moral order.

She discusses the romantic love and true happiness scripts that lesbians may use to explain their

relationship and identities. These scripts create a notion of a well-adjusted lesbian, an identity

tailored to be acceptable within the dominant order.

The notion ofthe well-adjusted lesbian creates many barriers within lesbian feminist communities

when trying to theorise about violence in lesbian relationships. These barriers are found in the

diverse explanations that have been constructed to explain this phenomenon. Such explanations

include: abuse bstween lesbians does not occur, abuse be¡veen lesbians does occur but it is

'dif;ferent', only certain types of lesbians abuse their parûlers, abuse occurs because of

inæmalised homophobia and misogyny (Ristock, l99l). These explanations demonstrat€ certain

ideological assumptions that are made about lesbian relationships and lesbians, Perhaps most

importantly, it is clear that a lesbian victim of abuse in her intimat€ relationship challenges the

hope for and belief in the ideal relationship that lesbians hold dea¡.

Data for this thesis was arrived at by the researcher's interpretation of stories from six self

identified lesbian survivors of abuse in their intimaæ relationships. Prior to collecting this data,

the researcher worked for six months with a reference group of four women to develop a

framework of questions tlnt could be asked of participants that would contribute to a deeper

understanding of the complexity of issues related to lesbian domestic violence.

This thesis will highlight many of the ideological positions and belief sysûems held by the

researcher, her reference group and the participants in the study in relation to the phenomenon of

lesbian domestic viole,nce.
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Literature Review

Pa¡ûrer abuse in same sex relationships is mostly sh¡ouded in silence, much as spouse abuse and

child abuse was twelrty years ago (Renzetti 1988).

One reason for this sile¡rce in relation 16 lssþiens is that

The reality of women batüering other women challenges societal stereotypes of
women and dismantles the stn¡cture of gender-based, socio-politicat domestic

violence theory, In addition, for lesbians to acknowledge batæring in their
relationships stands in opposition to the lesbian myth of healthy, violence-free,

egalitarian relationships. Conseque,ntly, the reluctance to acloowledge lesbian

þ¿shing has beeir significant, both within mainstream society as well as in
lesbian communities. (Coleman,1994, p, 139)

The issue of lesbian domestic violence was fust placed on tlre National US domestic violence

agenda as recently as 1986, at the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence Conference

(Morrow and Flawxhurst 1989)

This review of relevant literature will first define lesbian domestic violence, describe key studies

undert¿ken in this area, explore various theorstical models which attempt to explain the

phenomenon of same sex violence and finally raise some specific issues which contribute to the

silencing of lesbian domestic violence.

Defining iesbian domestic violence

Whilst it is impossible to make generalisations about the incidence of lesbian domestic violenc€

the fonrL as described by lesbians who name themselves as survivors of this abuse would appear

to be similar to that described by heterosenral wome,lr.

I-esbian domestic violence has been variously described as:

that pattem of violent and coercive behaviours whereby a lesbian seeks to
control the thoughts, beliefs or conduct of her intimat€ parhrer or to punish the

intimafe for resisting the perpetrator's control over her ... The violence may
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include personal assaults, sexual abuse, property destruction, violence directed
at frie,nds, åmilies or pets, or threats thereof, It may involve weapons and is
invariably coupled with non-physical abuse including ... exploitation and
psychological abuse. (Hart, 1986 p. 173)

Renzetti (1988) noted that violence between lesbian couples may include pushing, shoving,

breaking things, hitting, food and sleep depravation, and Flammond (1989) suggests that even

more severe consequences rnay arise, including tissue damage, the breaking of bones and even

death.

These behaviours a¡e similar to those used when describing domestic violence in heterosexual

relationships, however in additioq lesbians may threaten to expose the victim's sexual orientation

to others and convince the victim that she will never be able to find help because she is a lesbian

(FIart 1986).

Key Sfudies

Because the naming of violence in lesbian intimat€ relationships is a relatively new phenomenon.

Literature about the issue is sp¡rse and has been predominantþ generated by a handful of studies

conducted in Norttr America, Canada and the United Kingdom documenting stories from

survivors. (Lobel, 1986; Bologna, Waterman & Dawson, 1987; Kelly & Warshafsþ, 1987;

Renzetti, 1988, 1989, I992;Lie and Gentlewarrier, 1991; Taylor and Chandler, 1995).

Clinical practitioners have also written about lesbian violence from their experience as

counsellors. (flart, 1986; Kanuha, 1990; Ray, l99l)

Lesbians themselves have been raising the issue of lesbian domestic violence for approximately

l0 years via lesbian rrn magazines and broadsheets and pamphlsts distributed at lesbian events.

These articles bave predominantly attempted to confront lesbian readers with this issue as one

which needs naming, but the complexity of women's relationship to violence is not explored in

any great depth.
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The th¡ee most cited empirical studies in this area were conducted by Brand and Kidd (1986), Lie

and Gentlewa¡rier (1991) and Renzetti (1992).

Comparing the prevalence of violence in lesbian and het€rosexual relationships, Brand and Kidd

(1986) found that approximaæly one third of the heterosexual women (27 per cent of 75) as

compared to approximately half of the lesbians (25 per cent of 55) studied, had been physically

abused by their partners whilst in a committed relationship. There was no significant difference in

socio<conomic status, Íaæ, age, or education between the two g¡oups.

In terms of frequency of violence within lesbian relationships, Renzetti (1992 pl9) reported that

of the one hund¡ed self-identified battered lesbians in her study, 54%o idernfred more than l0

episodes of violence during the course of the relationship and74%o had experienced more than 6

incidents. Further she demonstraæd that violence in lesbian relationships increased in frequency

and severity over time. 77 per cent had experienced at least one instance of violence within the

first six months of the relationship and 70 per cent reported that baüering increased in both

frequency and severity over time.

In 1991, Lie and Gentlewarrier atüempted to document the incidence of domestic violence in a

non-random sample of lesbian relationships to identiSr and describe the types of domestic

violence experience and the perpetrators and to ascertain the availabilþ and accessibility of

community heatth resourcos to survivors and perpetrators after an abusive episode. One in trvo

women in this non-random sample h¡¡l surviyedlat least one abusive relationship.

ln each of these studies the non-random sampling procedures make any generalisation of the

findings to the lesbian population atlarge problematic at least.
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Theorising about same sex violence

Positioning same sex violence within a gendered model of domestic
violence

The gender based focus on !\romen as victims of male perpetrators postulated by many feminist

theoreticians in the a¡ea of domestic violence has been couched in ærms of a critique of

patriarcþ, (Dobash&Dobash, 1979; Scutt, 1983; Bograd, 1988) A sysûem which condones male

domination and the subordination of women resulting in unequal gendered poriler relations which

a¡e institutionalised within the åmily unit. Being a victim of domestic violence has þ6s¡

construct€d as a consequence of being a wife.

The use of physical viole,nce against women in their position as wives is not the

only means by which they are controlled and oppressed, but it is one of the

most brutal and explicit expressions of patriarchal domination.(Dobash and

Dobash 1979, p. ix)

IntimatÊ relationships between homosexuals are not recognised as constituting a 'family' (even

when there are children involved) and therefore victims/survivors of abuse within these

parûrerships a¡e reirdered invisible by the het€rosexist language used to theorise about the reasons

for and use of violence in intimaæ relationships

Until very rece,ntly, this invisibiltty has preve,nted a ft¡ndamental challenge to gender based

theories of domestic violence that would include the acknowledgment of the possibilþ of violence

in same-sex relæionships.

Whilst it is tn¡e tlat an aclnowledgment of the existence of same sex violence calls inø question

the rigid ge,nder categorisations of victims and perpetrators th¿t a¡e central to a strictly ge'nder

based feminist analysis of domestic violence, the frct that lesbians and male homosen¡als a¡e

somstimes viole,nt in their intimat€ relationships does not negat€ the importance of the role ge'nder

plays in the aøtiology of hetÊrosexual domestic viole,nce. (Schneider, 1992)

However, some writers have chosen to utilise the recent challenge posed to gender based theories
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of domestic viole,nce brought about by the acknowledgment of violence between same sex

couples, to critique what they believe to be the only feminist position in relation to understanding

domestic violence; that violence is gendered. @utton, 1994; Flamberger, 1994; Letellier, 1994)

These authors justiS their support for an ungendered analysis of domestic violence based on the

fact that because '\tromen do it too', violence cannot be ascribed to the effect of socially ascribed

gender roles arrd subsequentþ believe that all violence is the same, no matter who it is done to or

by whom or why.

This position is fuelled by the media response to certain sensational cases of women's violence

whereby all women a¡e then portrayed as being just as capable of inflicting harm as men and

therefore just as culpable, through a process of typification. @enzetti, 1994)

Theories proposing ¿¡ "ngendered analysis of domestic violence are informed by the disciplines

of sociology and psychology.

Positioning same sex v¡olence w¡th¡n a soc¡ological model of domestic
violence

A sociological framework in relation to domestic violence was first a¡ticulated by Strauss, Gelles

& Steinmartz in their book Behind Closed Doors. This analysis of domestic violence is

predicaæd on social leanring theory. These researchers claimed tl¡at both men and women ÍÌre

violent because physical force is something that men and women learn to uso ns children to gain

control whe¡r all else fails. They believed that violence is built into the structure of society and the

farnily sysûem, and that to eliminate it requires changes in cultural norns and the organisation of

the åmily, They suggest t¡at u¡hilst \ñ,omen may need more help because they are possibly

physically weaker and therefore more vulnerable, they nonetheless "have the potential ø be

equally violent".(Strauss, Gelles & Steinma¡ø, I 980,p.44)

Note the use of the word "equally". Women's violence is by definition being see,lr as 'equal' to

men's. Women are being judged by men's behaviour q/hich is seen as normative. Therefore
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within this analysis, violence is still 'gendered'

When satne sex violence has been mentioned by propone,nts of social leanring theory it has been

tailored to fit the dominant heterosexual paradign of male/female sex role socialisation.

Most lesbians and gay men \ñrere raised in heterosexual homes where power

differe¡rces between men and women fuelled the sex role socialisation patterns

ttrat they model in their own relationships. (Walker, l99l p. xix)

This analysis assumes tlnt the dynamics of power and control in gay male and lesbian

relationships imitaæ those found in haerosexual relationships and implies the lesbians and gay

men who are violent to their parfiers are merely acting out male/female sex roles. Lesbian

perpetrators and gay male victims in this model become honorary men and \ilomen respectively,

This attitude persists despiæ evidence that in fact many lesbians and gay men actively reject

heterosexual role models in their lives (Peplau, l99l; Geftrer, 1992)

Positioning same sex v¡olence within a psychological model of domestic
violence

The other powerful framework that is being utilised to erçlain sarne sex violence is that of

psychology. This analysis utilises a combination of social learning theory and psychopathology to

understand individual violent behaviour. Further, theorists in this area suggest ttrat a range of

variables including personality disorders contribute to a person being violent. (Coleman, 1994;

Iætellier, 1994)

Agaln, these va¡iables are 'gendered' in that psychiatry has long been lorown to associaæ

pathologic labels to certain personality traits when displayed by women, whilst describing simila¡

traits in men as situational. (Chessler, 1972)

Many theorists working in the area of domestic viole,nce have been loath to aclnowledge

individual va¡iables as a signiñcant aspect of batûering, feeling that this would detract from the

broader socio-political åctors and operate as an excuse for violent behaviour.
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Positioning same sex violence within a socio-political model of domestic
violence

A socio-political analysis of domestic violeirce contributes to an understanding of how cultural

beliefs, social systems and political factors collectively perpetuate the occurrence of domestic

violence. Social isolatior¡ low socio+conomic status, rigid sex role sûereotyping and social stress,

have been identified as åctors which ænd to increase the instance of violence in couples

(Weidman 1986).

This model suggests that as a result of homophobia and heterosexism, lesbians and gay men face

discrimination, social isolation and a lack of social support. (Garnets, Herek &, Levy, 1992\

Under such conditions they may develop low self+steem and feelings of powerlessness together

wittr inæmalised homophobia. Dominance and control over a parürer may be used as a way of

coping with these feelings of powerlessness and inferiority in a homophobic society.

The limiæd recognition of same sex violence in feminist, sociological and psychological literature,

until recently, made the issue invisible. Some of the ways that lesbians silence thernselves are:

Community silence

Domestic violence is still not acknowledged as a serious problem in the lesbian community itself

(Lobel 1986; Renzetti 1992). This community denial will continue as long as spokespersons in

the community continue to assert the myth that lesbians relationships are gentle and equal.

Agency response

Even whe,n the phenomenon is named there a¡e limited services provided in mainstream and

\¡vomen identified age,ncies specifically for lesbians. Most agencies assume, in the case of

domestic violence, that the perpetrator is male and the victim/survivor is female. A lesbian in this

situation will more ofteir than not have to 'come out' to a service provider if she is to describe her

situation in real terms. Coming out to homophobic police or health care professionals can have

frr reaching conseque¡rces and therefore accessing these services may not be seen as an option by
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these women.

Often the choice for lesbians when accessing either the polioe, the legSl sysûem or the health ca¡e

system, mea¡rs tbat they have to decide between possible negative oonsequences when they reveal

their sexual orientation, weighed up against the health and safety that these sysûems are actually

supposed to provide. (Wertheimer, L992)

There is a need for these agencies to add¡ess issues of homophobia and heterosexism amongst

workers. More specifically, service providers need to look at their services and their policies to

determine whether or not they are het€rosexist in ideology or language and assume that the

perpetrator in domestic violence is male and the survivor within a heterosexual relationship.

Agaitr, because of the need to 'come out' to describe her situation, lesbians are less likely than

their heterosexual counterparts to seek the support of family members. 'Family' in this case,

could either mean blood relative or in fact the lesbian community, if in fact they perceived it as

their family.

If the lesbian community is the only support system available to the survivor, this in itself raises

problems ¿rs nuny lesbian couples sh¿re the same friends and some lesbian communities may be

unwilling to add¡ess ttre issue of violence within itself.

Lie and Gentlewarrier (1991) believe that the individual heþ seeking behaviour of lesbians in

relation to the violence in their lives may be affect€d by a paradoxical combination of "discomfort

and pride with the lesbian lifestyle" (p.54) Iæsbians who have a level of inærnalised homophobia

with their lifestyle may not seek heþ because they view viole,nce in their relationship as

punishmelrt for their choseir lifestyle. As is the case of victims of anti-gay violence ge,nerally

(Garnets, Herek and Iævy 1992), abused ls5þians may actually associate their victimisation, and

the pain and confr¡sion that accompany it, with their homosexualþ. Whereas other lesbians who

have a pride in thei¡ lesbian status may equally not seek heþ because they feel it may stigmatise
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the lesbian community even further

Thus the stigma of pathology that lesbians lnow is attached to berng homosexual together witb

the stigma attached to women who are violent, facilitaæs a complex syst€m of denial and

minimisation that prevents lesbiens from dealing more openly with this problem.

The notion of 'mutual battering'

Although some lesbians may feel they deserve to be battered because of their sexual orientation,

this does not actually mean that tbey stand by passively. Quiæ the contrary, it is ofteir assumed

that in lesbian relationships both parürers are equally violent because they are of the same gender

and of the same physical size and therefore of the same strength. (Hamberger, 1994) This idea of

equallty in gender and size fosters an idea of reciprocal violence and maintains that botlt parùrers

are equally capable of committing violence and that each partrer is both a victim and a

perpetrator and therefore equally accountable for the violence. Renzetti (1992) challenges this

notion of 'mutual battering' when she wriæs that:

A major wealmess in the mutual battering perspective is the underlying

assumption that all violence is the same, when, in fact, there are important

differences between initiating violence, using violence in selfdefence, and

retaliating against a violent partner. ûr. I 07-8)

This quote raises a crucial point. One must examine the motivation for the violence within the

cont€xt of the relationship in order to understand who has the power in this relationship.

Similarly, it is not sufficient to examine who has the worst injuries because both partners may be

equally physically capable of sustaining injuries on each other

Because of women's socialisation generally not to be violent, lesbians often question whether or

not they were actually battered if they responded even once to the violence against them with

violence of their own. Hart (1986) explains that a significant number of lesbians feel as if they

are equally culpable
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... especially if it worked in the immediate situation to stop the batterer, they are
compelled to see themselves as equally culpable - as batterers. (p. l8a)

For many lesbians then there may be no perceived difference between being abused and engaging

in defensive behaviours. Victims identiS as perpstrators regardless of the motivation for their

violence. They also respond to the perpetrator's insistence that the violence is really 'a

relationship problem' or 'our problem'. This has implications for their help-seeking behaviour as

they often see themselves as part of the problem.

Thus believi4g in a notion of 'mutual battering' may generate un¡esolved issues of blame and

guilt which contribute to a more complex level of denial and therefore issues of control and

responsibility become obscured (Hart, 1986).

Conclusion

In summary, although some studies have been conducted and anecdoøl evidence collected many

questions still remain about the prevalence of violence in lesbian relationships, its patterns and

correlates, what additional trust is betrayed when a wonum is abused by her female parbrer, who

will deal with the perpstrators and what needs to happen for existing services to provide a safe,

non-homophobic service for these women?

Together with this, much work needs to be done to develop an abstract model that analyses sÍrme

sex violence in a theoretical context of it's own. As opposed to the present contexh¡alisation

which places the phenomenon as a form of mimicry thereby describing perpetrators of lesbian

domestic violence as 'honorary men'. This is far too simplistic an analysis but certainly serves to

reinforce the normative nature of het€rosexual behaviours by which all others are judged.
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Methodology

In researching lesbian domestic violence I operated from a position which believes that the

women who participated in this study are experts regarding themselves and their experie,nce.

Furthermore, I wish to state that whilst I do not presume to speak for these women, I have

nevertheless used an interpretive analysis to contextualise their stories.

Serni stn¡ctured indepth interviewing was the method of choice for documenting the stories of six

selÊidentified lesbian survivors of domestic abuse, which form the dat¿ for this study.

By listening to women speak, understanding women's membership in particular
social sysûems 'and establishing the distribution of phenomena accessible only
through sensitive inærviewing, feminist inærview researchers have uncovered
previously neglected or misunderstood worlds of experience. (Reinharz, 1992,

p.44)

Whilst not specifically ethnographic in nature, several issues pertinent to ethnographic research

guided the research process. These include:- What do these women lnow about their experience

that I can discover? What concepts do these women use to classifu their experience? How do

these women define these concepts? tWhat assumptions do these \ilomen fall back on to explain

their experience? How can I translate the cultt¡ral lnowledge of these \ilomen into a description

which has meaning for those outside this culture? (Spradley, L979).

This study was approved by the ethics committee of the Departrnent of Women's Studies at the

University of Adelaide in 1995.

Method

The Reference GrouP

Six months before I began to collect data I convened a reference group to work with on this study

on the advice of a friend who, based on her experience as a lesbian counsellor in this area
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believed tlrat I may need support during the course of sttrdy as she was aware of a degree of

animosrty amongst some lesbians in Adelaide to naming the issue of lesbian domestic violence.

I bad already erçerienced this animosity as several of my lesbian friends had respondod quite

negatively when I mentioned my intention to resea¡ch this a¡ea. They believed I should take a

more 'positive' view of lesbian relationships by looking at what are the 'good' things in these

relationships. I was told that to make the issue of violence 'public' would somehow 'damage' the

'lesbian community' and by definition, I was being irresponsible and possibly even unethical.

Because of these conversations, I felt a degree of vulnerability about working on my own and

working with a reference group who were inærested in the area seemed a way of gaining support

for myself and credibility for this area of study.

Composition of the reference group

This group comprised four women who were all white, tertiary educated professionals. Two were

working as counsellors at two different'Women's Heallh Ce,lrtres in Adelaide, one was a project

officer at a'Women's Health Centre and the other was a counsellor/educator in the domestic

violence unit of the South Australian Health Commission. All four \tromen utilise a gendered

feminist analysis of domestic violence in their practice. The th¡ee lesbians in the group were all

'out' at their respective places of work and have overlapping circles of friends within va¡ious

Adelaide lesbian communities.

The basis for choosing these particular women was firstly because they all have extensive

experience as counsellors in the a¡ea of lesbian and heterosexual domestic violence. Secondly,

each member had expressed support for the proJect in the months leading up to the

commencement of the study. Thirdly, as they were }¡rown to me and each other I thought we

could work productively together.
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Structure of reference group meetings

No formal terms of reference were developed for this group except to say tlnt members believed

the topic to be extremely important and wanted to assist me by providing a sounding boa¡d for

my research ideas. There was a desire on everyone's part to 'nams' the issue so lesbian survivors

could feel that they could speak out and be heard. (Nothing was said about perpetrators.)

Process of recruitment ¡nto the study

Much discussion occurred in the reference group about how to recruit \ilomen into this shrdy. I

had already decided that the size of this thesis and my chosen method of indepth inærview

effectively restricted the number of participants in the study to a maximum of 6-8 women.

It was decided that participants would be d¡awn from lesbians lnown to reference group

members either professionally or socially, The decision to recruit participants in this way was

underpirured by many empirically untested assumptions.

Sealed envelopes containing information about the study were grven to each reference group

member to distribute to potential participants. This information included a copy of the study

outline naming the investigator as lesbian and indicating that this study represented work for a

Master of Arts (Women's Studies) thesis at the University of Adelaide. (Appendix 1)

It was decided that women inærested in taking part in the study would contact me directly, to

ensure that ttrey did not feel obliged to take part simply because their counsellor had given them

the study information or that their therapeutic relationship with their counsellor would be

compromised ifthey decided not to take part in the study. Further, it was decided that I would not

disclose to the reference group any identr$ing information about participants. As far as I know,

reference group mernbers do not lnow who has taken part in the study unless the women

themselves bave told thern.

In all, 8 letters were distributed by reference group members. Of the 6 participants, 5 womeir
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responded to these letûers and I woman contacted me because she was a frieird of a participant.

Some rcflections on the chosen rccruitment method

I bad initially thought that I would place an advertisemeirt in the lesbian and gay press in

Adelaide detailing the study and asking interested \tromen to contact me. However, it became

obvious that some members of the refere,nce group felt uncomfortable about this method as I

would not be able to predict the number of women who would answer such an advertisement. If

more than six women contacæd me, I would not be in a position to record their stories and group

members thought that this would be unethical.

"What these women need..."

Reference group members assumed that lesbians who answered a request for participation

through the lesbian and gay press would by definition, be telling their story for the first time a¡d

that this would be traumatic for them - more so than keeprng silent. Therefore these women would

almost universally need/want fairly immediate ongoing counselling and furthermore, would only

want to talk to lesbian counsellors who work within a feminist framework.

As their personal case loads were full, lesbian reference group members felt it was

unethicaVirresponsible to openly invite women to take part in this study without being able to

provide 'appropriate' counselling services for them. 'Appropriate' in this case meant that the

feminist lesbian counsellors in the reference group believed that they were best able to provide a

counselling service for these \ilomen. Mainstream community health 4gencies were not seen as

appropriate because of group msmbers beliefs about the practitioners working in them (not

lesbian feminists) and the nature of these agencies generally (heterosexist, bureaucratic, not

confidential) as opposed to the worþlaces of these group members which were women's

community health centres (lesbian füendly, collective, highly confidential).

In essence, it could be said tlat the lesbian reference group members essentially believed that they
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'owned' this a¡ea of expertise by virtue of being lesbian, harrittg had extensive experience

counselling lesþians in violent relationships and because they utilised a feminist counselling

framework.

I took the advice of reference group members in this matter because I acknowledged their clinical

expertise in relation to survivors of domestic violence. I now question these assumptions for that

very reason. In other words, reference group members were talking from a position of

6¡runsslling, that is working with women who come to them. They cannot loow for sure what

\¡vomen who answered an advertisement would have needed after ælling me their story. These

\¡vomen may not have wished to seek counselling from anyone at all or from a lesbian in

particular. One woman interviewed clearly stat€d ttrat she would not choose to see a self

identified lesbian counsellor to discuss this issue for reasons of confidentialþ and another who

had done this in the past would not do it again because her experience had been trivialised.

Bias in the method of recruitment

A major problem with the method of recruitnent was that it meant tbat all participants had

experienced a similar form of counselling which constructed their experience of the violence in

their relationships within a gendered feminist analysis. Therefore their understanding of why the

violence happened and I suggest their view of the relationship per se was now constructed within

this framework.

This phenomenon was highligbt€d when reference group members said tlnt most of their lesbian

clients who were in violent relationships carne to them describing their relationship as one which

was 'not working'. They did not initially name their sit¡ation as being one of 'domestic violence'.

This constn¡ction was put on the relationship io most cases by the counsellor. Whsther at any

stage these women would have named their unhappiness/distress with the relationship as

'domestic viole,nce' by themselves and if not, why not, remains an r¡na¡rswered question.
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The method of recruitnent allowed reference group members to make a personal judgement about

who they gave letters to and thus who had an opportunity to participate in the sdy, based on

thei¡ beliefs about a particular woman's 'suitabilþ'. When this was discussod, albeit briefly in

general terms by the group, words and phrases such as "strong", "fragile", "articulate", '?ot

togettrer", "angry", "still coming to terms with it" were used to describe women survivors who

were lnown to group members.

tlaving said this, I believe that reference group members made their decision about a \¡voman's

'suitabiþ' and therefore possible inclusion in the study based on the 'best interests of the

woman', as they saw it.

The lnterview Process

When women contacted me, none required any further information about the study and I simply

made a time with each of them to conduct the inærview. All participants chose their home as the

venue. 4 interviews took place during the day when children were at school and 2 at night after

work.

I began each inærview by explaining my reasons for undertaking this study and asking the women

to srgn a consent form. (Appendix 2) This form advises participants that they would receive a

copy of their transcript. If they wish they could make additions or deletions and return it to me

within a givør time frame. It also asks participants if they wish to receive a copy of the final

research paper. All participants do wish ø receive a copy of the study once it is completed.

I asked participants to t€ll me thei¡ stories from wherever they wished to süart and indicated that

when they were finished I would ask them some specific questions about the concept of power in

lesbian relationships and the mechanisms that stop lesbians from talking about the violence in

their relationships. I used a porüable tape recorder with lapel microphones to record the dialogue.
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Research Questions

The following questions were raised \Ã'ithin reference group meetings and formed the basis of

questions that were posed to participants of the study.

Silence

Who, what and how are lesbian domestic violence survivors silenced?

ps lssþiens have 'extra 'layers' of silence in addition to the things that silence heterosexual

women ?

Form & Frequency

What behaviour do lesbians rurme as violent?

Power

What constituæs a'power imbalance' in a lesbian relationship?

What gives one lesbian power over he¡ intimate parürer / over other lesbians?

Each participant was sent a copy of her unediæd transcript within 4 weeks of her inærview. I

have had th¡ee retumed in which women have made minor editorial changes pertaining to

identi$ing information about themselves and/or the perpetrator. I have assumed that the other

tlree women a¡e happy with the contents of their transcript. I presently hold the origrnal

transcripts of these interviews.

The ethical issue of confidentiality

Maintøining participont confi dentiality

At the conclusion of each interview, I raised the issue of conñdentiality in relation to having taken

part in this study by asking each participant whether she wished us to acknowledge each other in

'public' (either on the street and / or zt lesbian / women's only eve,lrts and ve,nues). This is an
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important issue in a relatively small city such as Adelaide as the chances of us meeting

particularly in lesbian / women only venues is quiæ possible. Two participants preferred that we

did not recognise each other in public and the other four were happy to do so.

Mai ntaining p e rp e tr at or c onfi de nt i a I i ty

Th¡ee of the six women inærviewed asked me to turn the tape recorder off several times during

the inærview as they believed that they had given me information which would identifo the

perpeFator. Two reasons were given for this request. Firstly, interviewee's expressed a personal

fea¡ of retribution from the perpetrator if she found out the story had been recorded and secondly,

a desire to protect the perpetrators' identity from those who will read the research. One

participant also added that she didn't want to name the perpetrator during the inærview because

she didn't want me (as inærviewer and lesbian) to think 'badly' of this wonnn. I stopped the tape

at this point whilst these women thought of another way of phrasing their answer that would

maintain the anonymity of the perpetrator in their story.

A discussion of some issues ra¡sed in reference group meetings

The tyranny of the 'idealised lesbian relationship'

There w¿ls some unease amongst reference group members when it came to discussing the

existence of unequal power relations in lesbia¡r relationships.

It became clear tbat the lesbians in the group, including myself, had intemalised what I will call a

'utopian lesbian ideal' th¿t caused this process to become extremely problematic.

Comments highlighting this position included:

I can't get my head around the åct that women do this to other \ilomen.

Whilst I acknowledge power is multifaceted and always :!n issue in
relationships, I'm still a believer tbat lesbian relationships a¡e about nurturing,

equallty and support.
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In ærms of the 'form' of lesbian domestic violence we mutually agreed with the

forward by Flart (1986).

Having agreed on this definition" we thsn atûempted to tease out how 'unequal power' is manifest

in lesbian relationships since one lesbian's power over her parürer cannot be explained simply by

the feminist gender analysis of unequal power relations tbat all group members were åmilia¡ with

and subscribed to.

We discussed the possibility that one woman for some reason may believe that she is 'superior' to

her parûrer and that from this position she may see it as acceptable to 'control' her partner in

some way. She may even from this position believe that she has a 'right' to or that in fact her

parürer actually 'needs' her to control her life. Such a \ilonuln may have a belief in personal

superiority based on a variety of variables eg class, r¿ùc€, age, economic status, professional

status. These variables are generally utilised in the het€rosexual community to highhght

'diffsrence' and subsequentþ attribute privilege and power to certain groups and individuals and

we believed they are similarly used and understood in lesbian communities. This was highlighted

by one inærviewee who said "who would believe that a lesbian who teaches women's studies, for

instance, would be violent?

However, we also wondered if there were other indicators of søtus evident in lesbian

communities. One that was me,ntioned was the length of time a lesbian had been 'out' and to

whom. 'Out' lesbians were soen by group me,mbers to be "strong, brave, proud, comforøble with

self', words which could imply 'poìver' in some lesbian communities. In others, being 'out' is

seen as a threat.

Being in a relationship where any of these va¡iables were seen by one partner to be 'unequal',

could lead to a perceived power differential and poæntially set the scene for violence.
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Iher apy v er s1t s Re se ar ch

Therapy and academic resea¡ch suggest different agendas with respect to the final outcome of the

research process. There were debates in the reference group that higbltghtÊd this phenomenon,

specifically about 'intellecttralising' the issue. Because group members were 'therapists', their

focus in relation to this research was on documenting survivors stories including successful

therapeutic inæractions and inærvention strategies. Some members felt that it was not actually

necessary to theorise the phenomenon at all, rather just to tell the women's stories with no

analysis or interpretation. On the other han{ as a resea¡cher, I wanted to explore issues

theoretically with interviewees and this different focus led to debates in the group where some

opinions verged on anti inællectualism.

'Insider' credibility :

This issue was raised in the reference group by one member who, when asking a woman if she

wished to take part in the study, was questioned as to what appeared to be my 'credentials' as a

lesbian. As it transpired tbis wonurn decided not to participate.

Apparently, this woman was seeking information about me because she had previously told some

members of her lesbian community about the violence in her life and the information had not been

kept conñdential. To feel safe to take part in this study this woman wanted to lnow who my

lesbian füends were and what sort of venues I frequented.

As a researcher and a lesbian, I saw these questions as a of conflict of rights in that this woman

was requesting me to offer confidential details about myself and my friends based on her need for

confidentiatity. I assume she probably would not have seen it necessary to ask a non-lesbian such

questions.
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Re se ar cher r e sp ons i b i Ii ti e s

Shortly before I beganto inærview women a discussion a¡ose within the group about 'ownership'

of the study, I suspect because I bad made evident my unease about some of the group member's

assumptions which had driven the method of recruitnent.

Flaving named myself as a lesbian feminist academic to the group and having decided to do this

with the interviewees as well, to whom was I responsible for the results of this study? Clearly the

study idea was mine and would contribute to my own higher degree. In the end I stated that as the

resea¡cher I believed that I was ultimaæly responsible for deciding the focus of the inærview

questions, the method of data analysis and that as a lesbian feminist I also had an obligation to

disseminat€ the study results to the women who agreed to be inærviewed, to referenc,e group

members, possibly lvomen's health centres in Adelaide and in mainstream journals. Reference

group members accepted this position. We agreed that I would acknowledge the contribution of

reference group mgmbers by name and by way of detailing the working of the reference group.

Conclusion

Convening a reference group was extremely worthwhile ¡!s we were all able to state our positions

on a range of these issues in relative safety. This allowed us all to begin to theorise about the

rcsue
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Data Analysis

A cameo oî æch participant

To e,nsu¡e participant confidentiality, each \ilornan has been assigned a pseudonym.

Mary is a white, tertiary educated wonun in her laæ ¡venties. Her story is about a violent

relationship that took place over a year ago and last€d two and a half months. At the time of

inærview she was not employed in paid worþ was childless and not in a pennanent relationship.

Sue is a white, tertiary educated wonun in her forties with three child¡en. She is a teacher a¡rd her

story relates to a four year relationship tbat ended some years ago. At the time of interview, she

was in a new relationship.

Kaæ is a white wonun in her late thirties who worls :¡s a women's shelter worker. Her story is

about an abusive relationship she had in her late teens which lasted several montls, At the time of

interview she was childless.

Lesley is a whiæ wonran in her mid thirties. She is a nurse and at the time of interview was

employed part-time and had three school age children. Her story is about a th¡ee month

relationship four years ago.

Wendy is a woman in her mid forties with three adolescent child¡en. She worla part-time and

describes herself as semi-professional. Her story relates to a relationship that ended three years

ago which lasted approximaæly four and a half years.

Ll is athirty year old whiæ wonun with trruo young children. She works part-time and describes

herself as semi-professional. Her story is about a relationship u¡hich e¡rded a year ago and which

lasted for two years.
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Philosophy of data analysis

Wheir undertaking an interpretive analysis of inærview material, it is important not to impose

cultural bias when theorisiag about behaviour if the group studied is different from the group for

which the theory was developed (Glaser & Strauss, 1967).

In the case of domestic violence, feminist theories developed to explain the occurrence of this

phenomenon have been based on a gender analysis of power relations by which violence is seen to

be used by men to subordinaæ \ilomen and is institutionalised within the family unit. When

researchers are not cognisant of the cultural (heterosexual) bias in this analysis it is likely that

lesbian domestic violence will simply be construct€d as a manifestation of one woman in the

partrership 'acting like a man'.

This construction of lesbian domestic violence is reinforced by literature about lesbian domestic

violence which dwell on the fact that the form of violence described by lesbians is similar to that

described by heterosexual women (Lobel, 1986; Renzetti, 1992').

In quoting from and inærpreting women's stories in this Sdy, I wish to demonstrate the

complexity of belief systems about women and domestic violence and lesbian relationships that

these women utilised to understand their experience and tbat contributed to their silencing of

themselves and being silenced about their experience.

Method of analysis

Coding of the transcripts was arrived at by a two-stage categorisation proc€ss. This was

undertaken in order to analyse the data as objectiveþ as possible.

In stage one, I coded the transcripts according to themes that had beeir discussed at refere,nce

group meetings and tbat had subsequently been incorporated into my inærview questions. I then

grouped these themes under two he¿d¡ngs: participants beließ about lesbian relationships and
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participants description of the relationship being discussed.

In stage two, I approached five füends all of whom were lesbian, to conduct a separate analysis

of one transcript each. Analysis of the sixth transcript was conducted solely by myself. Each

wonran was giveir a numbered inærview transcript to read and asked to highhght important issues

in the participant's story on separate ca¡ds. Readers determined between eight to fifteen issues

each, per transcript.

Next, each reader was asked to group the issues under broad headings, the number of headings to

be determined by the reader. A collective list of all the headings including my own, was then

compiled resulting in following ten broad issues: power, belief system, isolation, excuses for

perpetrators behaviour, silence, lesbian myths, what to do with perpetrators, form of violence,

lesbian ethics, understanding of violence. These headings were then condensed inø three focus

areas during group discussion with four of the five women involved in this process. One woman

was unable to attend this discussion due to illness.

Theth¡ee focus a¡eas decided upon were:

A. the effect of these women's belief systems on their description of the violence in their

relationships.

B. the form of the violence experiørced by these women.

C. the women's understanding of 'power' in lesbian relationships.

Participanfs beliefs that silenced them

A belief that violence in ¡nt¡mate relationsh¡ps is a gendered phenomenon

This belief comes from feminist theories which have constn¡cted domestic violenc¿ as something

men do to thei¡ female partners in the privacy of their home. A belief in male perpetrators leads

also to an assumption that physical size is important in the abusive dynamtc because violent me,n
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a^re portrayed as big and muscular

This combination of beließ meant that women in this study found it difficult to name their

relationship as one of domestic violence and it most cases this was done for them by counsellors.

The following excerpts from transcripts demonstrate how profoundly each woman had

inærnalised a belief in the gender analysis of domestic violence:

...about six or eight months afrer we'd separated, and I'd achrally decided I
needed to have some counselling to un¡avel this relationship, and much I was

doing. I'd make an appointnent and I was sitting there waiting ø go inø the

counsellor, not even really clear about what I wanted to talk about,..And then [I
saw a stand with domestic violence literature]...I thought, 'Now, if I change all
the he's to she's, I've got it". And so, you lnow, I walked in for my counselling
session. He said, '"\Mhat are you here to talk about?" '"\ilell actually this
brochure - - -." And that's how it happened. You lnow, I was going in thinking,
'"\Mhat am I doing wrong in relationships that this one didn't work?" and I came

out with a very different approach, (Wendy:14)

I'd have recognised it immediately if it was a male/female relationship, no

doubt whatsoever. In fact I æn certain probably that I would have recognised

the financial and verbal stufftoo. I was very strong about that never happening

to me with a nuur. (Wendy: 14)

I expected it (violence) from a guy I guess, but not from a wo¡rnn. So that's the
thing that shocked me most...I didn't expect it. I was never told that ttris could

happ.rU you know, especially from a wonun. I left my marriage because my
husband beat up on me ... When it was happening to me in this relationship it
was just a spinout.(Liz:4)

It's just a thing you don't expect because it's a woman. Somebody dropped the

question to me, you lnow, '"\Mhat's the difference between a rnan and a
woman? Wh¿t's so differeirt about her and your ex-husband?" I went home and

I thought about it for a while. I thought, "Fuck it" because she's a woman! I
don't expect it. (Liz:16)

At the time, and probably for years afterwards, I probably wouldn't have had

the words to describe it, and it's still reatly hard...(Kate:l)

When I look back I see a lot of verbal and financial and social stuff that had

bappened long before she ever hit me. And even when she hit me...I wouldn't
have used the word domestic violence then. I didn't use the word until I was a
year out of tlat relationship, and then I identified what it was.(Wendy:3)

Several participants attempted to fit thei¡ parfier's abusive behaviour into a gendered analysis of

domestic viole¡rce by describing their partners as women who thought they were men. This then
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gave them a language by which they could make sense of the woman's behaviour

She'd had an awful childhood...and she hadn't had any information, so she

basically thougbt she was a nran in a woman's body by accident sort of
thing....(Mary:5)

She did see herself in the role of the older, protective, jealous husband...She
asked me to promise I'd be faithful to her.(Mary:S)

I'm not saying that all lesbian abusers are like this, but I do think that she really
did see herself as a bloke, an honest country bloke with a girtfriend with long
hair...(Mary:7)

I think she was sort of hooked into male/feÍ¡ale relationships, so she was
obviously bigger and therefore she was the butch. I don't think she'd have
known that word, but I think she was the man of the house.(Wendy:23)

Mary also utilised class distinctions and male-associaæd characteristics to cont€xtualise her

partrer's behaviour

...she comes ûom the country, she had a rural bacþround. So I suppose a bit
of like roughness, political incorrectness, etcetera, I'd let go by the
wayside.(Mary:2)

She'd drive me round everywhere and she wouldn't take petrol money and
she'd say, '1.[o, no, no, I drive my women wherever they want to go"...I can
cook and she would be very impressed with this and she'd say, "Ah, I love it
when a woÍutn cooks for me". (Mary:6)

The use of the term 'violence' is linked with physical strength, size and ideas about 'masculinity'

Even heterosexual women have difficulty with naming their relationship as 'domestic violence'

when the abuse has not involved physical attacks let alone lesbians who are also grappling with

the fact that the perpetrator is a woman.

She would shout at me for hours until I'd be like a sobbing mess in the corner
going, 'I'm sorry, I'm sorry, tell me what to say so that we can stop this,"
because she just wouldn't stop and she would stand over me and shout at me. I
now will name that as abusive, but at the time I didn't because it wasn't, you
how, the fist or whateve¡. (Mary:2-3)

...I feel there's lots of focus on physical stuffand you know, if I had had lots of
bruises or broken limbs it'd be taken [seriously] ... maybe be lisæned to more.
But the emotional stufr I mean, leaves such an amazing...I suppose like
wounds inside. Sometimes it is really difficult to explain.(Iæsley:12)

.,,what was difficult about it is that...she is much younger than I am. She's also
very tiny. But when she's furious she is so much more. I can't get out of a door,
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I couldn't get out of a ca¡. I've locked myself in roorns and taken all the lnives
in the house because I'm so frightened of her,..how do you identifu this petite,

dainty woman?...How can I identi$ her as being as violent as she was? (Sue:4)

The following quotes htghlight a belief that 'only men rape'. Because rape has been constructed

as 'about power not about sex' tåe assumed egalitarian nature of lesbian relationships does not

allow for a way of explaining rape in lesbian ttL1¡snships.

...Who would believe me anyway? Women don't rape women" And also

because she was quiæ small too, and ...I'm quite a lot bigger than her, and I
just didn't think anyone would believe me. So I really didn't talk about
it.(Lesley:7)

I didn't know that women would do that sort of thing to another woman. I mean

I wouldn't have thought it was possible for a woman to rape a woman, but it is.

I mean she has lit€rally, literally, torn my clothes off, and she won't stop dorng

what she's doing until I bleed...and that happened ove¡ arid over again.(Sue:4)

When I first met her it was like, "I'll touch you, but you don't touch
much"...even my boundaries were crossed there [sexually] Often I would say,

'1.[o", and then it was like 'Yes, we'll go to bed". I'd say, 'No, I don't want to
pursue this any more", and that wasn't hea¡d. So that was pretty bad, you

know, to lose control of my physical body, not being able to be heard.(Lu:6)

A belief that lesbian relat¡onships are nurturing, non v¡olent and
egal¡tarian

The following quote illustrates how validity is given to lesbian relationships when they mirror

heterosexual ones. The issues ofclass, age and education are also alluded to.

When I was fifteen I thought that dykes were the most amazing people on earth,

and that they were all tough, strong but nurturing, that there was this amazing

society ... which is of course..,very good in one way because it's a very positive

sort of view. I knew a few dykes that were older than me ... And they all
seemed to have it together. You Lnow, they had these sort of kitchens with
polished floorboards and loving relationships and kids, and vegie gardens and,

you lnow, puppies, and all the str¡ffttrat I wanted. So that's what I presumed

that it was like. (Mary:10)

All participants sha¡ed a belief system that positioned lesbian relationships as 'bstter' than those

betwe€n heterosexuals. Because domestic violence is about men and power, there was an inhere,lrt

belief th¿t since lesbian relationships are between women and 'equals' they won't be violent.

...[my idea ofl women loving women in a serual relationship [was] that it's two

equals, two beautiful women sharing such perfect loving...Like a kiss þetween
wômen] is more intimaæ than sex with a nuln, as frr as I'm concerned. And like
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to me tlat implied that, you know, you wouldn't hit another Ìvonran. There'd be

too much love, there'd be too much respect and too much of past knowledge

that this is how men see us. Like men see us as objects. They [men] might bash

us a¡ound but we've got too much respect for each other. It never occurred to
me that it was even possible.(Wendy:14)

I would...da¡e to say that I'd see an unhealthy lesbian relationship as still
healthier than an unhealthy heterosexual relationship because of the power stuff
betwe€n the sexes.(Mary: I 0)

The lesbian community's safe...it's safe being a lesbian,,.I've got a sister who's

[also] a lesbia¡1, and one of my older sisters [who is heterosexual] tttinks tbat
we've got the best in the world.(Kaæ:16)

Well, I used to think that womelr were more nurturing and ...understanding, and

a bit more ca¡ing.(Liz:a)

Lesley had bee¡r married to a violent man in the past. She describes an acute sense of betrayal

when it eventuated that her female parErer was capable of violence also.

...I came in thinking "This is going to be wanr¡ caring, supportive, friendly,
loving", and it's not like that at all. Maybe it is sometimes. But, yes, I had this
real Èiry tale idea of [what] lesbian relationships were all about, and they're
not like that at all. Sometimes they're actually \¡vorse than some male

relationships. Yes so that [realisation] was really quite sad.(Lesley:8)

Lesbians'belief inthe ide¿lised, gentle, egalitarian relationship may be so strong that it leads to a

belief that lesbia¡s who a¡e violent are so odd as to be recognisably different in some way. Thus

victims/survivors are silenced because they believe that there's 'something wrong' with women

who firstly get into violent relationships and even more 'wrong' with women who stay in them.

...you lnow someone, even if you don't lnow very much about them, you just

think, 'No, they wouldn't do anything like that -they couldn't do anl'thing like

that"...It's only people that you don't know [who] do bad things..,you don't
want to believe that people that you know and that you like would do anything

that you didn't like them dotng.(Kaæ:9)

...tbere's shame, being a victim...shame of being a victim that þeærosexuall
society gives. Then there's sbame of being a lesbian victim who should l¡row
better, because obviously a lesbian perpefrator of violence is someone so

bizane and weird, and they have signs painted on tlrem that you should have

seen it comrng [and] been big enough and strong eirough and tough enough to
get out of it...(Mary:10)

I didn't }now very much about violence, and cerøinly not about lesbian

violence. I had this ideal that women don't do tbat to other women - it doesn't

happen - and if it does happen then it happens with other \Ã,omen. It certainly

wouldn't happen to anyone that I }new. I wouldn't be attracted to somebody
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who could be violent or abusive. So tbat was probably part of my not doing
anythrng about it until it was extremely bad. I still was ignoring that this was

actually happening (Sue: 2)

Liz found the idealised picture of lesbian relationships particularþ overwhelming when it was put

to her by her lesbian friends. She was left with the distinct impression that these women believed

that no matter how bad a lesbian relationship was...it had to be bett€r than being heterosexual and

sexual with men.

When I actually start€d to get over some of the domestic violence stutr, I...did
think about going straight for a while. That actually scared a lot of women.
(Liz:17-18)

...the message that I was getting was [that it was] better for me to stay there

because you couldn't possibly leave. You know, you've come all this way.
You've spent like six years being a lesbian. I mean why in the ñ¡ck go back to
men? But for me it wasn't about men, it was about the violence and it was

about the behaviour that was happening in women's communities as

well.(Liz:18)

...it was like keeping me back there, if I thad sex with menl I was outside the

circle of the women that I was with.(Liz:18)

It was like I was the enemy þecausel) I was fucking with the enemy. (Liz:18)

For me it's not about what sex it is, it's about behaviour. It's not about
gender...People don't want to hear that at all. (Liz:I7\

Participants believed lesbian survivors remain silent because they view lesbian communities as

being fragile and in need of protection

...to make sure that we keep our communities together...We give ourselves an

illusion of safety I thinh more than we [really] have .(Mary:10)

Some of it is a survival tactic. While you're livlng with it, [violence] you can't
afford to actually aclnowledge how dangerous it is, how fucked it is, and it can

take years to actually realise how bad it was, and maybe never. Because you

can't afford to when you're living from day to day - be conscious of it so

much.(Kaæ:15)

The following entract demonstrates a broader sense of 'gender loyalty' that intribited Wendy from

...I was silent for a long time when [ex-parbrer] hit me because I couldn't tell
anyone a woman had hit me. I felt like I was betraying my gender to say that...I
didn't have to have [ex-parfrrer] beg my silence. I did it voluntarily. I chose not

speaking.
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to sp€ak because I felt like I was letting all woma¡hood down if I said, "A
\troma¡r's hit me". (Wendy: 27)

There a¡e nuury ways by which long term intimaæ relationships are rewarded. One way is to link

to notion of 'adult' to long term relationship. Further the emotional aspects of intimate

relationships a¡e the responsibilþ of wome,n - in lesbian relationships it is assumed that this

responsibilþ will be sha¡ed equally, because the relationship is betrveen two women. This belief

may not be particular to lesbians in that women in ge,neral have inærnalised messages about

relationships that say they (women) are respo¡rsible for the making the relationship work.

Lesbians however may feel this more than haerosexual women because lesbian relationships are

not accorded the same status as heterosexual relationships, not taken seriously, not see,n to be

frrlfi[ing and a¡e all about sex - therefore not adult and promiscuous. Possibly to counter these

derogatory messages from the het€rosexual community, lesbians often ascribe status to the length

of time a relationship lasts,

...one of my reasons for silence when all this was starting to go really sour, \ilasi

lthat I thought] mature people have relationships that last longer than two and a
half months...the fact that it started very quickly but was ending really quickly
made me feel that there was something very adolescent about it ...Almost [ike]
going out with someone wrong when you're fourteen ... I lnew that it was going
nowhere but I wanted to persevere because at least six months would have been

a decent interval, you lnow, and it would have been much more...Oh, just that
adultthing. (Mary:I8)

Form of the v¡olence experienced by participants

The violence described by all of these wome,n involved acts of physical, psychological, emotional,

financial and sexual abuse. Those perpetrators who were not actually physically violent

threatened physical abuse on a number of occasions. Two of the perpstrators were also verbally

and emotionally abusive to the child¡en in these relationships and one used the th¡eat of 'outing'

as a powerfrrl weapon. The following extracts from transcripts illusüate the form of violence.

She sta¡ted off with putdoÌvns until I got very nervous about certain subjects

a¡ound her. And the putdowns got worse and the controlling got worse, and

then one day she assaulted me twice... (Mary:l)

...there would be these episodes where I'd just get shouted at for hours and
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hours and...accusations of me being insecure and crazy. (Mary:6)

...basically everything I stood for was being undermined by her, My conñdence

was being undermined. It wasn't not just my belief systems, . , She told me that I
was crazy and insecure and paranoid...She undermined my sense ttrat I knew

what was happening. (Mary: 16)

...I wasn't allowed to go to the toilet on my own. I wasn't allowed to go to the

bar and get a drink on my own. If anybody spoke to me, just a casual

acquaintance...then it would be on...Initially it was verbal only, and it would
only be verbal whe,n we were alone. Then it became verbal in public, verbal at
my worþlace...(Sue:l)

She had me isolated from everybody within a couple of weeks. We were too

busy having a good time. I was working really long hours and when I wasn't at

work I was with her, and it sort of coincided with my household breaking up.

Some of my best füends at the time were heterosexual so it was very easy to get

isolated from them. (Kaæ:3)

She'd isolated me from my family, who were all straight, and then isolated me

from my friends. I guess that was two and a half years in, when I was totally
alone, and that's when she stårt€d hitting me. (Wendy:3)

[She was] incredibly jealous and possessive. She'd say things that used to really

disturb me like, "If you ever sleep with a man I'll kill you, no sorry, not kill
you, I'll kill the man". And I felt that what she was actually trying to say was,

"If you ever sleep with a man I'll kill you". (Mary:S)

I certainly hadn't come out to my family at ttrat point and that was one of the

threats that she used constantly...I æach young child¡en. It's just not

appropriate for parents to know...She started coming to my worþlace and

threatening to tell my staff. (Sue:3)

How is power man¡fest in lesbian relationships?

All participants described the perpetrator of the violence as having greater po\üer and control in

the relationship. This w¿N seen to be central by these women in identifuing their experience as

abusive. Several general questions were asked about power in lesbian communities and power in

intimat€ relationships to elicit an understanding of how participants believed that lesbians become

powerful.

All sorts of things. You can have a good job, you can have a lot of money, you

can bave a nice car, you can have a lot of personal power in the community

[by] berng a¡oun{ being knowledgeable. (Mary:12-13)

I think we establish power in different ways. I think berng a¡ound is definiæly

one. Like people go, "Oh, who is she? Who does she know?" you know,
."\ühich circle is she known in?" It can be ha¡d for people tbat come from
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int€rstat€ or come out late. You need to have your liule circles. (Mary:la)

There \il¿N a belief ttrat personal power was to be avoidd that personal power is, by definition"

oppressive.

I think the temptation is to give it þowerl away to be loved and accepted - "If
I'm too süong, she won't love me, so I won't appqrr too strong". Like I see tlnt
happening between men and women a grØt deal, but it also happens between

rvomen and women, which is really strange. And it doesn't necessarily sesm to
be an economic thing with women. (Wendy:2O)

I gave my power away I really did...between lesbians þecause] we're such a
minority [and] we're fighting mainstream constantly I think when we find
someone... the danger is that you might give your power away to keep that

[relationship] as a protection against the world. (Wendy:20)

Power was also discussed more positively

Power is a shifting thing within a healthy relationship, and that's as it should

be. (Kaæ:17)

I decided when it all ended lthat]if I remained silent, she still had power. I think
violence, whether it's between men and \üomen or women and women, is about
power. That's the pnmary motive I think - harriog control and power over

someone else. (Wendy: 19)

Conclusion

The effect of participants' belief systems in relation to domestic violence and lesbian relationships

arrived at by an inærpretation of these transcripts leads me to believe that participants were

silenced from talking about their experience because they did not have a language to describe

thei¡ situation tlat fitted with their existing understanding of domestic violence.
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Gonclusion

This thesis has erylored some of the ways in which lesbians are silenced about their experience of

abuse in their intimat€ relationships. The primary reason for this is that the possibility of same

sex violence is rendered invisible in mainstream literature about domestic violence because of the

focus on violence in heterosexual relationships.

Further, the thesis also addresses some of the re¡¡sons why lesbian participants in this study

silenced themselves. These included:

Their sit¡ation didn't fit \¡r¡ith the dominant (heüerosexual) language of domestic viole,lrce,

ie: men do this to thei¡ female parürers in the privacy of thei¡ home.

Their experience didn't fit with their own feminist analysis of domestic violence. This

analysis could be summarised ¿N: men do this to their female partrers because patriarchy

leads to a system of unequal gendered power relations which a¡e institutionalised within

the family unit.

Participants strongly identified with a belief in the possibility of and personal desire for a

lesbian relationship that is caring, respectful, nurturing and egalitarian. They believed

that lesbian relationships are 'safe' and that lesbians by definition, are committed to

attempting to live their lives in a non aggressive way. When this idealised vision was not

-realised women in this study felt confused, W, ashamed and betrayed,

Thus participants couldn't ide¡rti& or name their experienoe as one of domestic violence because

their relationship experience was with a lesbia¡, in a supposedly egalitarian parùrership and not

with a man uùere they expected (either through personal experience or their feminist analysis)

unequal power relations and the possibilþ of violence. This inabilþ to 'ñt' their situation into
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est¿blished models of domestic violence caused them to become enveloped in many layers of

silence.

There a¡e howgver many issues worthy of resea¡ch in this a¡ea that are unfortunately beyond the

scope of this thesis. These issues include:

What denotes an 'insider'? There are a range of sometimes contradictory views about

research conduct€d by 'insiders' in the being researched. Is an 'insider' in this

case simply someone who names themself as lesbian? What constituæs this definition of

lesbian and who decides?

Is there such a thing as 'shared lesbian experience', universalþ of lesbianism or all

encompassing definition of the category lesbian?

How do lesbian communities deal with difference within their communities and

friendships ?

Would some participants have been more comfortable if the researcher had either not

identified herself as o¡ not been lesbian? This question was not asked of participants as it

was assumed they would feel safer with a lesbian researcher. However for reasons of

confide¡rtiality they may not have. Although simply not identifuing myself would not have

solved this dilemma.

How is the assumption of 'responsible to her community because she is lesbian' made

manifest?

In summary, much research still needs to be done to develop a theoretical model of analysis of the

phenomenon of violence within lesbian parbrerships. Such an analysis would €,ncompass ¿ur

examination of the category 'lesbian' and an exploration of the multi layered complexity of

lesbians' belief sysûems about the desired nature of their intimate relationships.
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Appendix 1

Participant inîormation sfieef regarding a research proiect
entitled "Naming the unmentionable: Lesbian domesfic
violence"

My name is Jan Thompson and I am undertaking a rcsea¡ch proJect as pa¡t of my lr4asters dt4ree in

the Wome¡r's St¡dies Departneú at the Universtty of Adelaide.

As a part of my shrdy process, I am working with a reference grorp that I have establishd for myself

to provide me wiü advice and support. These women a¡e all skilld counsellors in the a¡ea of domestic

violgnce and they bave oftred ø give úese letters to wome,n who may be intÊrest€d in taking part in

my shdy.

You are howwer, rmder no obligation whatsower to particip¡1¿ i¡ rhis study and your counsellor

will not be informed by me as to whether or not you have responded to my request for you to
participate.

The Aim of my study

In this shrdy I wish to inærview 6 lesbians wlro name themselves as zurvivors of domestic viole¡rce. I
do not wish to €ngage in Therapy' with participants but to rocord stories to form an understanding of
participants erçerience. I will take the first 6 women wlro contact me.

As a lesbian I waff to open up dialqgue in ou¡ communities abor¡t this issue with the aim of makfug it
safer for us to discr¡ss our operiences of this phe,nomenon. Becar¡se I beliwe it is important +hat zuch a

shrdy have a wider purpose than formrng part of my lvfasters degree, I am planning to publish parts of
the shrdy in r¡a¡ious lesbian and gay networls locally and irterstate. However, should you agree to

participafe, your anonymity will be assu¡ed as nothing that you say will be reported in a way that you

or any other individual or specific organisation or instihrtion would be able to be idnntifid.

If you wish to participate in this of the sûrdy, please contact me on either of the telephone n¡mbers

below and I will organise a time and place that suits us both to meet. I estin¡ate tlnt the interview will
take approximateþ ore to two hours and will be more like a'cmversation'tban a formal interr¡iew.

I would like to tape our conversation and the,n have it transcribed word for word. This will enable me to
have a writm record of the interview to analyse. Your real name will not be connected with üe tape

ad the tape will be erasd :u¡ soon as it bas been transcribod. I will send you a Wy of this transcript to
keep. I wi[ also give you a time by vrhich to contact me should you wish to change or delet€ anything

in üe üanscript. We may meet ¡gein at this time if there are things to cla¡ify in the transcript.

You can be cmfident tbat no personal or identifying information will be included in this sh¡dy. I \A,ill

invent aname to dachto your iúewiew tape.

Should you agpe to participate, you are not obtiged to answe¡ questions or to discr¡ss any issues that

you do not wish to discr¡ss. Fr¡rthermore, if you do decide to participæe in this sürdy, you a¡e free to

change your mind and witklraw your tanscript up ufil Septanber l5th. 1995. You do not have to
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give me any rcason if you do decide to wiürdraw from the sûrdy

Please donthesiarcto coúact me ifyou want more information aboutthis study. If you have concenrs

urhich you do not wistr to discuss with me directly, please contact Dr lvfarga¡et Allar  u/ho is

the post graduate co.ordinafor ofthe Wqnen's St¡dies Departnørt and a memrber of ûrc Deparunemal
ethics commiüee.

lf vou wisn to nrtic¡nnte ln
n¡nhers-below^

I look forwa¡d to your participation and thank you for your willingness to sha¡e with me your persøal
operiences of domestic violence.

Yours sincerely,

Jan Thompson
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A endix2

Pafticipant consent form: study of lesbian domestic violence

Research undertaken by Jan Thompson as part of her Masters in
Women's Studies EÞgree within the Women's Studies Department at the
University of Adelaide.

I (priú your name). bave been providod with a descriptiør of the aims and

purpose ofthis ¡esea¡ch, I wishto take put inthis resea¡ch.

I understand that my name will nsver be connected with any information tlrat I provide, and rh¡t Jan

Thompson will create a pseudon5m to id€ûtiô' me. Neither will the idetúity of any person, organisatioa

group or institution I name be rwealed in connection with this inærview.

I agree to have the interviewtape recordod.

I am awa¡e that my participæion is complaely voluntary and that:

I can withd¡aw the infornation that I provide up until SEPTEMBER lsth. 1995 and that I do not bave

to give a r€äson orjustification for doing so.

I am under no obligafion to divulge information or to discuss issues if I do not wish to do so.

I understand that Jan Thompson will provide me with a copy of the transcript of our inærview for me

to keep.

I understandtbæ Jan Thompson will provide me with information aboutthe results of this shrdy if I so

desi¡e.

YES I do / NO I do not wish to receive information about the results of this study. þlease circle your

choice)

If you bave a¡swcrod YES to the above, please provide a postal add¡ess and ælephone number:

Dafie
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